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VARMiNT was a film created in many stages. Chris’s original script went through a million revisions of his own and then another series
of months with Joel before they would even show it to me. Eventually, I took the script and worked with Joel to break it up into a
shotlist. We had some storyboards made, but the main guidepost for us was our live-action animatic.
When Joel, Chris, Vanessa & I went up to Scribe Winery, in Sonoma, CA to do location scouting a month before principal photography.
We brought a Sony EX3 camera with us, acted out various parts in the film and recorded it on this camera. Shooting with this video
camera, we tested out every camera position in the entire shot list on the real locations and read through the entire story of the film.
When we returned to LA, Joel cut the live action animatic into a very early version of what the film would be. We managed to see that
the majority of the script and shot list worked, but some key scenes had to be changed up. It also got us intimately familiar with the
shooting locations.
Of course, once we were on location with our cast and crew, and working around the hours required when you are shooting a film with
kids and night scenes, things changed, but it was quite surprising how close some of these scenes were to the inspiration. The live
action animatic provided a nice backup plan whenever we needed one, but we always wanted to play to our talented actors and see if
we could create something spontaneous first.
After we shot the film, Barry began the editing process and any one involved in that process will tell you, that was like making a whole
film all over again. Slowly but surely, the cut progressed, and all of us went through the entire range of emotions watching our little film
come to life. Watching the final cut of the film was incredibly satisfying, similar to seeing your kid excel in a sports game or a piano
recital after months of growth. All of the hard work, long nights, blood, sweat & tears was beginning to pay off.
The rest of the process, the color correction, the VFX, the sound design, all took on much more significance in this film than any I have
been involved with. Once we saw the cut and realized that we had an actual movie, we trod very carefully over the next phases, not
being satisfied with good work, but constantly seeking perfection. Much of the polish and finishing touches are owed to Jeff Brue.
I hope you enjoy watching the film as much as we enjoyed making it. The only thing that scares me about turning this film into a feature
is trying to top the wrap party we had at Motel 6.
This book is a record of some of the finest days and nights I ever had in my life.

Randy Wedick - Cinematographer

LOCATION SCOUTING

Chris holding the final shooting script of VARMiNT on our location scout at Scribe Winery.

The final version of this scene left a lot
of this dialog on the cutting room floor,
but kept the subtext and the underlying
meanings, which you can see scribbled
and outlined in different colors on this page
from Joel’s shooting script.

Here is page one of the shot list that
Joel & Randy put together.
We used this as a guide to shoot the
live action animatic during our location
scout.

STORYBOARD

ANIMATIC

PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY

CORY motions toward a conspicuous lone bush.
They move forward.
CORY puts his finger to his lips in a quieting gesture and points.
flank the bush.

TREVOR nods as both slowly begin to

They pause, CORY raises his hand and give a three finger countdown: 3, 2...
TREVOR gulps.

A distance behind a FIGURE sprints across
TREVOR
(noticing)
There it is!

STORYBOARD

ANIMATIC

CORY
Blast it!
Both Farm Boys turn and chaotically fire at the Figure as it sprints across the fiield.
The Figure appears to be a boy with a tail carrying something
SUPERIMPOSE: “VARMINT” title
The Figure disappears into the distance
CORY (CONT’D)
Prolly I got it.
(spits)
Fuckin’ varmints...

ANIMATIC

PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Essentially test shooting the entire film ahead of time on the actual locations allowed the film makers to refine the framing, lighting, and overall
storytelling before the shoot even began.

Page 12 of the script covers most of
Scene 27, which was probably the most
emotional scene in the film.

(LEFT) Overhead shooting diagram of
this scene showing key camera
position, set & prop position, etc.
(BELOW LEFT) A photo of the actual
camera position from this scene.
(NEXT PAGE) On the next two pages
are pictured the animatic of the scene
which we shot with Chris as Junior and
Vanessa as the Varmint, and also the
color corrected and finished still from
the film.
On the next page is our “Hand of God”
shot.

ANIMATIC

PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY

PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY

SHOOTING

Filming with the Sony F35, Leica lenses & the Codex recorder in a handheld configuration. We typically used handheld when following the VARMiNT to
emphasize his rough nature.
Recording to the Codex allowed us to shoot the F35 completely uncompressed with no sacrifice in visual quality which was key. In post production we
were able to match the lighting and color of different times of day and match different lighting setups at night, in both subtle & drastic differences. It also
allowed us to manage our workflow, archive our footage and to create and watch dailies back at the production office.

The camera crew rigged a shoulderbrace backwards so Randy could run in front of the Varmint with the camera pointing behind him. “Vietnam”
Joe Schimizzi ran along side spotting him in case of an accident. 1st AC Monika Lenczewska (in hoodie) follows pulling remote focus on a C-Motion handset.
Gaffer Julien Janigo looks on from the sidelines.
The F35 camera was specifically chosen due to it’s CCD sensor, which completely eliminates the rolling shutter look, a commonplace artifact that makes
handheld shots look artificial on most recent digital cameras. Also it captures incredible highlight detail which was important for shooting in the bright sunny
conditions of Sonoma in August.
For night photography the production switched to the Sony F3, which allowed for very low light levels and great shadow exposure.

Joel blocking out the path where the VARMiNT
will run through an establishing shot.

Meanwhile, Monika & Randy set up the
establishing shot at the bottom of the hill.
Here the F35 is mounted on a Panther
Vario-Jib. We typically used an 18mm
Leica Summilux-C lens for wides.

Chris & Joel work out a scene as the sun goes down.

CAST & CREW

Ian Hamrick as the VARMiNT. Shown here with custom five finger shoes designed by sculptor & shoe designer Charlie Becker, which enabled him to
scramble through the brush at top speed.

Kai Lennox (who we had seen and loved in the film “Beginners”) playing Jerry, Junior’s father and a complex character in the VARMiNT’s world, embodying
both soothing & vengeful sides of the father figure. Kai was a great asset, elevating the performance of the young actors around him.

Mason Ford (left) and Monk Serrell-Freed (right) played Corey and Trevor, two local hayseeds with a bloodthirsty streak towards VARMiNTS and other pests.

Chase Ford played Junior, Jerry’s son, pictured here
holding a corn dog, the only known form of food in
the VARMiNT universe.
While Junior mimics his father’s style of dress, Jerry
really wishes his son would dig a little deeper and
learn from his father’s actions. Later in the film Junior
learns some hard lessons about life.

Anyone who worked on this shoot will tell you one of the best parts about it was the food. Upstart San Francisco food personality Vanessa Dora Lavorato
worked with hot SF restaurant Mission Chinese & local markets to source fresh food, which was all prepped on site and cooked in either the wood burning
pizza oven or over an open fire. The crew usually dined in the courtyard of the hacienda at Scribe Winery.
(above) PA’’s Anna Brue (left) & Jacqueline Tosline-Davis (right) share a rare moment of downtime with Vanessa (center) in the outdoor kitchen.

Technical/Visual Consultant “Vietnam” Joe Schimizzi at-the ready, in-between takes.

A meeting of the minds. Day exteriors were only
shot during magic hour (the light of the setting sun)
so often we had to make snap decisions based on
the duration and direction of the light. Here we are
brainstorming how to combine a few shots into a
single sequence to save a little time.
Pictured are VFX supervisor & producer Jeff Brue
(far left), gaffer Julien Janigo, Chris Schieffelin,
Joel Knoernschild & Randy Wedick.

Meanwhile, back in the production office, killer
producers Katie Malia (left) & Sunanda Sachatrakul
(right) strain to figure out how to stretch the
remainder of the budget, shown here in
Sunanda’s hands.

WORDS FROM THE DIRECTOR

JOEL KNOERNSCHILD

Short films are mini-hurricanes of intensity. They have all of the same characteristics of a feature film, minus the financial resources. It teaches you how to think creatively
and solve problems.
With an incredibly smart and ambitious script written by Chris Schieffelin, there wasn’t much room for error.
We approached pre-production similar to music videos I’ve directed in the past, with an animatic. Pulling inspirational stills, clips from movies and editing it all together.
It’s a great visual roadmap.
With VARMiNT, we pushed this process even further by going up to Sonoma two months before shooting, acting out each scene on location and editing the entire short
together. It helped us analyze and make choices before we were on set.
On August 20th, we made the 400-mile trek north of Los Angeles to Sonoma, where we rented 18 rooms at Motel 6 for the entire cast & crew.
Principle photography started on August 21st at a friend’s vineyard, Scribe Winery. Over the next 6 days, we shot up in the twisting hills and picturesque landscapes.
Craft services were cooked on an open-fire Tuscan Grill. Ian Hamrick (the VARMiNT) braved the elements of weather and harsh landscapes. Each day he would cover
himself with bug spray to repel ticks living in the dead brush. Ian was fearless and for the entire cast/crew, this job was incredibly physical. The only bodily damage was
done to Ron LaFevre’s ego, by having to shave his entire body to stunt double as the tractor-driving VARMiNT.
Immediately after wrapping, we started post-production, which continued for another 10 months. Each process had it’s own unique moments. The smell of smoke filling
Barry’s edit bay and seeing the house next-door fully engulfed in flames. Picking up sound design at 4 AM for drop-offs in Santa Monica. Original music score recording
deep into the early hours of the morning, and over 116 VFX shots (one alone took Jeff over 100 hours). VARMiNT is completely original.
I am so proud of the final product of VARMiNT. I worked with some of the most talented and supportive people in the business. After all of the blood, sweat and tears it
gives me this sinking feeling to see this chapter come to a close, but I’ve gained so many friends and unbreakable bonds for an optimistic future. I can’t wait to see what
trouble the VARMiNT is going to stir-up next.

Joel Knoernschild
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